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Abstract - To solve the problem of calculating the power circulation and efficiency, the mechanical transmission 
cycles are reform the notion of efficiency. Using the principle of virtual velocities presented a demonstration to 
calculate power flux indicator. Finally, examples of the method for calculation of differential type mechanisms. 
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1. Introduction 
In the case of transmissions formed by mechanisms connected in series the problem of 
power flux transmission naturally results from the input to the output, which means from the 
motor element (driver) to the resistant element (driven). 
For transmissions with connections in series and in parallel, which form cycles (see fig. 
1.a) the power flux transmission doesn’t result in a naturally way. In that case the 
transmission of power flux can take place, by example, according to one of variants outlined 
in figure 1.b. In figure 1 is noted: MM - car engines; ML – work machine; R – reducer; D- 
differential mechanism. 
As a consequence in such situation one asks which is the power flux through 
transmission branches, how much of external motor power pass through each branch, which is 
the torsor forces which operates on transmission elements, how one calculates the efficiency, 
and so on. For answering at such questions, we must make first some reformulations of 
notions we are talking about. 
Significant in resolving the relationship for calculating the coefficient of distribution of 
power transmission industries. Based on data known in literature [2], [3] [4] [5] [6], give a 
demonstration unit for this deduction factor and exemplifies 
 
 
Fig.1 
 
2.Kinematic transmission ratio, forces transfer ratio, efficiency [1], [2], [3] 
Let’s consider the transmission with gears with fixed axis (see figure no. 2) at witch the 
element 1 is the motor element, and then  0 1 1 〉 ω M  and the element 2 is driven element and 
then 0 2 2 〈 ω M . 
As a consequence, the transmission efficiency (gearing) is: 
,
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From were:                
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One notes: 
-  the forces transfer ratio (of torsor forces), with  1 2 12 M M − = υ                    (3) 
-the ratio of  transmission velocities (of torsor velocities) with 2 1 12 ω ω = i                    (4) 
With this notation the relation (2) can be written:  12 12 12 i ⋅ =η υ                                     (5) 
Then                                             12 12 12 i υ η =                                                                 (6) 
If one neglects the efficiency () 1 12 = η , then 12 12 i = υ                                                      (7) 
Let’s consider now, the transmission composed by mechanisms connected in series from 
figure 3. 
The kinematical transmission ratio is:  23 12 13 i i i ⋅ =           ( 8 )  
           The transfer forces ratio, if 1 is the motor element and 3 is the driven element, will be: 
23 12 23 12 23 23 12 12 13 η η η η υ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = i i i i                                      (9) 
But the relation (8) can more be written:  32 12 13 i i i =  then 
1
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i
i
i
                                          (10) 
From relation (10) results that if kinematical transmission ratio is taken in the sense of 
power flux, that the forces transfer ratio can be obtained by multiplying the kinematical 
transmission ratio with the efficiency at power  1 + , and if the kinematical transmission ratio is 
taken in opposite sense of power flux, than the forces transfer ratio is obtained by multiplying 
the kinematical transmission ratio with the efficiency at power  1 − . 
Then, for any transmission, if one notes with 1 ± = i x , the exponent of efficiency, than 
the force’s transfer ratio is a function like: 
( ) n x
n n
x x x
i i i i f η η η η υ ;....; ; ;
3 2 1
3 3 2 2 1 1 12 =                                     (11) 
Therefore the force’s transfer ratio is a function which depends on  n i i i i ,...,. , , 3 2 1 - the 
kinematics transmission ratios of component mechanism; on their efficiencies 
n η η η η ,...,. , , 3 2 1  and also depends on sense of power circulation trough the exponents 
n x x x x ,...,. , , 3 2 1 . 
 
The transmission velocities ratio is a function intermediate transmission ratio, that 
means: 
( ) n n i i i i f i ,...,. , , 3 2 1 1 =                                                 (12) 
Than, generalizing the relation (6) the efficiency one calculates with the expression:    
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3 2 1 η η η η υ
η = =                                      (13) 
In the relation (13), the exponents  n x x x x ,...,. , , 3 2 1  take the value  1 +  if the power flux 
coincides (has the same sense) with the kinematical one, and take the value  1 − , to the 
contrary. 
As a result, for knowing which is the input and which is the output (which is the motor 
element and which is the driven element) for a component mechanism of a mechanic 
transmission as that from figure 1.b, it must be investigated (established) the exponents  i x . 
Also one asks how much of external power circulates through each branch, and final 
which is the efficiency of transmission. 
 
3. Coefficient of power repartition. Power flux indicator 
Let’s consider the transmission from figure 4, where 1 is the motor element and then 
0 1 1 〉 ω M , and ”n” is the driven element and then  0 〈 m n M ω , and  p i Ri ,...., 1 , = , are the 
component elements. 
For the establishing how much of motor power circulates through each branch we can 
compare the motor power  0 1 1 1 〉 ⋅ = ω M P with the power applicant to the element k which is 
in a rotation motion, k k k M P ω ⋅ = , which belongs to component mechanism  m R . 
The ratio of two powers show how much of external motor power pass through that 
mechanism. This ratio is called the coefficient of power repartition [3], [4], [5] and one note: 
m k k P P = λ                                                               (14) 
With this, for knowing if the k element is a motor one or a resistant one, we will 
calculate the sign of this ratio, which means the indicator of power flux: 
k k sign x λ =                                                            (15) 
With this, it means that we can say which is the sense of power flux through each 
mechanism, respective through each branch of transmission; how much of motor power (the 
external) circulates through each branch; and taking into account the relation (13) which is the 
efficiency of transmission. 
The solution of problem – the coefficient of power repartition – one obtains application 
the principle of virtual velocities (virtual powers) to transmission in which the connection – 
let be this a gearing coupling – from elements k and h is changed with forces F and –F, and 
these (the elements) take the virtual values  k ω ~  and respective  h ω ~  (fig. 4.b). 
For the considered transmission, the motor power is  1 1 1 ω ⋅ = M P . As a result of 
connection changing between elements k and h, the element h gets the angular velocity  h ω ~ , 
with unknown size and sense. Let be than  n ω ~ with the same sense of resistant moment  n M , 
the real sense following to result from calculus. Therefore  n n n M P ω ~ ⋅ = . 
The power according to element k is  k k k Fr P ω ~ − = , and the power according to element 
h is  h h h Fr P ω ~ = .  
Than, according to principle of virtual powers: 
h h k k n n Fr Fr M M P ω ω ω ω ~ ~ ~
1 1 + − + =                                           (16) 
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Fig. 4 
 
And because at the application of principle of virtual powers, one neglects the frictions, 
according to (7)  1 2 12 12 M M i − = = υ . As a result relation (16) one writes: 
⎟ ⎟
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ω
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1 1 1 1                                       (17) 
One notes: 
n n i ω ω ~ ~
1 1 = → the kinetic transmission ratio according to virtual velocities impressed, 
k k Fr M = → the moment applicant to element k, 
k h kh r r i = → the kinetic transmission ratio according to real velocities, 
h k kh i ω ω ~ ~ ~ = → the kinetic transmission ratio according to virtual velocities, 
With this notation the relation (17) can be written: 
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But  n i1
~  is a function of kh i ~  and  n i1  is a fixed value of function  n i 1
~  for  kh i  fixed ( ) kh kh i i = ~ . 
Than the coefficient of power repartition on element k is: 
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Therefore: 
kh
n
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kh
k i
i
i
i
∂
∂
⋅ = 1
1
λ                                                        (19) 
From the relation (19) results that both the power flux sense, by means (15) and the 
power repartition coefficient can be determined on kinematics conditions. 
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4. Conclusion 
In conclusion for calculus of the efficiency of a mechanical transmission with cycles we 
suggest to pass the following steps: 
a) the calculus of transmitting ratio velocities, that means function (12); 
b)  the setting up of function witch gives the transfer ratio of torsor forces, that 
x
kh kh kh i η υ = , and then replacing in (11)  kh i  with  kh υ ; 
c) one calculates all coefficients of power repartition  k λ , with relation (19); 
d)  one calculates the power flux indicator, that means all  k x , with relation (15); 
e) one changes the fluctuation set up at step ”b” taking into account that  kh kh η η 1
1 =
−  if 
kh η  is approximate equal to  hk η and  hk kh η η 1
1 =
− if  kh η differs very much of  hk η ; 
f) one calculates the transmission efficiency with relation (13). 
A very simple example of mechanical transmission witch generates the phenomena of 
power circulation is that of a differential mechanism and in private the planetary 
mechanism[8]. Thus, the differential mechanism simple aggregate relationship (19) write: 
01
10
n
D
n
ii
ii
λ
∂
=
∂
                                                      (20) 
where 0 i   is the basic gear ratio, the ratio of kinematical transmission mechanism caused 
differential arm fixed planet carrier. 
Whether the transmission shown in Figure 5 is a key factor driving states, led element 3, 
worm gear  1 Z′ = 20, Z4 = 40 and  4 Z′  = 30,  2 Z′  = 30 and differential gear mechanism Z1 = 20 
Z2 = 60 and Z5 = 20.  
The mechanical efficiency of the gear torque is equal to 0.98 and the basic mechanical 
efficiency (the differential arm brought fixed planet carrier) is  96 , 0 0
3
12 = =η η . 
Is required to calculate transmission efficiency  13 η .  
Kinematical transmission is described by the equations: 
1 41 4 ω ω i = ;  4 24 2 ω ω i = ;  3
3
12 2
3
12 1 ) 1 ( ω ω ω i i − + =  
with  0
3
12 i i =  - base gear ratio. 
 
Fig. 5 
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From relations (20) by substitution yields: 
0 24 41
0
3
1
13 1
1
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i
i
⋅ ⋅ −
−
= =
ω
ω
 
For differential mechanism 
45 , 0
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) 1 2 (
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0 24 41 24 41 0
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For gear wheels with  1 Z′ and  4 Z ,  6 , 0
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For gear wheels with  4 Z′  and  2 Z′ ,  6 , 0
1 0 24 41
0 41 24
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Results  57 , 1
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i
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